In 1936 van 
Since the work of Hawking and Penrose, ' it has become accepted that classical general relativity predicts some sort of pathological behavior. How 
where a is the angular velocity of the cylinder.
For r&1/a, the lines r =constant, t=constant, Since the causality problems come from the sinusoid factors of (Sc), we might hope to avoid these factors by "transforming" (Sa) via (4} and then attempting to join the interior field to the "new" (topologically distinct) field. Hut the "transformation*' (4}will not change the exponents of r, which for aR &-, ' become imaginary -in fact, for aR &-, ', (Sa) ts (3c) with the substitutions» =ip and 8=iy.
Thus me expect causality violation to occur in the matter-free space surrounding a rapidly rotating infinite cylinder. As Thorne" has emphasized, however, it is risky to claim that the properties of such a cylinder also hold for realistic cylinders. 
Let t =ln(p), d/dp =(
We have three coupled equations for three func- 
